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Evo Welcomes New Chief Revenue Officer, Tony Solano 
LONDON, United Kingdom; March 22, 2021— Evo Pricing, an AI company with 
headquarters in London and Turin, Italy, is proud to announce that Tony Solano will 
be joining the team as the new Chief Revenue Officer (CRO).  

As CRO, Solano will head both the sales and marketing teams with a particular focus 
on the Americas. Solano will also be in charge of building the support team and 
integrating its operations with other client-facing teams. Solano’s previous 
experience leading high-growth companies as they transition from early-stage 
start-ups to established industry leaders as both CRO and Head of Sales makes him 
highly qualified to take the helm as Evo reaches a new stage of expansion.  

“This year, we will launch major new products, including our self-service 
prescriptive AI software, which should lead to unprecedented expansion. Tony is 
joining the Evo Family at the perfect time to shepherd the sales team as they 
optimize that growth”, said Evo CEO Fabrizio Fantini.  

For over 20 years, Solano has held a number of executive sales positions at Work 
Truck Solutions, Cincom Systems, Coresystems Software, Advantage Business 
Consulting Group, WS Technologies, Automotive Risk Management, and ADP, 
where he was the National Strategic Accounts Director of Sales. He brings this 
experience and a strong track record of exceeding sales targets to Evo.  

“This is an exciting time to join the team at Evo. With their innovative, rapid-
response systems, Evo is poised to break out as an AI leader. I’m glad I can be a part 
of their journey and help them build the sales capacity needed to keep pace with 
innovation”, said Solano.  

 

About Evo Pricing 
Evo Pricing is a leading London and Turin-based tech company that uses rapid-
response Prescriptive AI for optimal daily supply chain and pricing decisions.  

Since 2013, Evo has helped clients leverage Big Data to reduce waste, improve 
market efficiency, increase margin and deliver optimal decision-making. The system 
is based on the PhD of the Founder, Fabrizio Fantini, who introduced a new way to 
address the limits of traditional forecasting.  

Evo Pricing has been featured by the Harvard Business School, won several 
prestigious awards, attracted scientific coverage and secured patents. Every day, 
their tools collect data on billions of people, commercial transactions, products and 
locations to build a unique data asset that enables accelerated learning and 
sustainable impact. 
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